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Cluster is a series of lamps, made through an amalgamation of 3D printed components and hand 
sewing to create unique and bespoke clusters of shapes illuminated from behind.

 The contextual basis of this project has focused on generating a methodology that creates intrin-
sic notions of preciousness in objects made from PLA, using digital manufacture in conjunction 
with hand craft, to achieve this, injecting PLA as a material into the realm of bespoke artefacts. 
Through the creation process, providing more humanistic value to the object. The material most 
associated with waste and mass-manufacture becomes beautiful and precious. 

material: LED lighting strip, bamboo embroidery hoop steel frame, PLA; a bioplastic derived from 
renewable sources such as corn starch or sugarcane

process: 3D Printing, Hand-Sewing
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Flux. 2019

flux 
/fl^ks/
noun: the action or process of flowing or flowing out.

FLUX, a table lamp designed for batch production, a celebration of the  movement and extrusion 
capable in 3D printing. 

material: PLA, a bioplastic derived from renewable sources such as corn starch or sugarcane

process: 3D Print
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Distributed Design Sprint. 2019

The designers of today should become facilitators to the ‘weekend maker’ using open source tech-
nology. This shift in the way ideas and designs have the potential to be communicated can encour-
age the use of locally sourced materials and discourage the current culture of mass manufacture and 
over-consumption of materials and energy in production.

Over the summer of 2019, I was part of a project focusing on how we can test to see if Distributed 
Design is feasible, Distributed Design Sprint 2019, in collaboration with the Distributed Design Mar-
ket Place.

Starting with the base design worked on by Milo McLoughlin-Greening and BatchWorks, we worked 
to generate a communication system for a distributed design feasible light, through a Youtube video 
and Wikifactory Instruction Sheet for the Version 01 Lamp Kit, using only basic making techniques 
and tools. 

https://wikifactory.com/@versionlight/version01 

material: PLA

process: 3D Printing
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MILK is a lampshade and example of how waste plastic can be manipulated with heat and water 
to create new, intriguing forms that challenge people’s perception of what plastics can be. 

The process and piece work with the natural properties of the material, exploiting its low melting 
point and reaction to being cooled quickly by water. 

MILK is an intervention of the Milk bottle, before recycling, by using its shape as a tool within the 
making process, extending its first form’s usefulness, giving it a new purpose, without energy 
being wasted in reprocessing HDPE back to a raw state. As each fragment is joined to another 
by heat spot welding, no separation of fixings is needed, the ability to recycle of the object is 
therefore increased.

material: plastic bottles (HDPE), steel lamp frame

process: personal development of texturising plastic
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Concept design for a house lighting system, with a wireless charging hub.

This design was devised as a tool to re-engage users with those they live with. The piece was in-
spired by the ancient rituals of communities coming together around a fire. Pooling a family’s light 
resources, allowing an individual to walk away with their own orb but ultimately have to return to the 
hub, to charge their light source and re-connect with family members.

material: PLA filament, LED, Ash

process: 3D printing, CNC milling
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Digitally Disrupted. 2019

An exploration of how disruption can be a catalyst in design research and investigation of process 
to inform ideas for a project. 

Additionally, exploring the relationship between craft and digital techniques as a Designer Maker. 

A form of disruption I explored was the user’s action of using the arms to lift the body away from the 
chair. Using photoscanning technology I used these experiments to inform a new, ‘disrupted’ form, 
for the chair. 

This process of recording movement was therefore transfored into solid material that would hold onto 
the shape and therefore the essence of someone using the chair into narrative of the object.

material: reclaimed dining chair, birch faced plywood

process: photoscanning, meshmixer, cnc milling, hand finishing
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Growth. 2019



Design of a framework for a system that allow the maker to manipulate and alter the object’s form 
by being constructed from smaller component, enabling adaptability, preference and the space to 
influence the final outcome. Creating a system that encourages growth of the system within an en-
vironment. 
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flat pattern, triangle component

Alexandra Carr

material: polypropylene (PP), steel 

process: laser cutting
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material: birch faced plywood 

process: hand-drawn sketches, laser cutting

Project focused on skills progression in CAD softwares and laser cutting techniques. 

Designs focused on contrasting and combinging traditional material and contemporary techniques, 
example, free hand drawing inspired by natrual forms, digitally edited to work for a Laser Cutter. 
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Digital Skills Development. 2018


